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U Star Novels, the UK’s first adventure romance novel with a twist… you are the star, has today
announced details of their new range of spine-tingling personalised romance novels making the perfect
stocking filler this Christmas.
“Fever in France”, “Indecent in Italy” and “Spanish Sizzle” are the first three novels from
the business that can be personalised to allow any couple to star in their very own romance novel.
It maybe you and your partner, your best friend and Brad Pitt, your Mum & Dad or even your brother and
Paris Hilton who enjoy starring in a steamy love tale, complete with glamorous locations, an adventurous
plot and exotic love scenes.
By visiting http://www.ustarnovels.com customers answer 26 questions about themselves and their partner,
ranging from favourite food for dinner to pet names, providing us with the information required to
personalise the novel.
These details are then woven through our range of pre-written novels and delivered to your door within 7
working days - for £26.95 including postage and packaging.
Most customers purchase a book from U Star Novels for their partners, but the company is kept busy year
long preparing books for Hen's parties, birthdays and anniversaries.
The turnaround time is quick too, customers can order right up until 14 December to get their book in
time for Christmas Day.
David Gordon who bought a book for his partner last Christmas said they were so impressed with the book,
that they couldn't put it down and ended up reading the whole thing together on Boxing Day.
Katie Olver, founder of U Star Novels said: "Our novels have been specially crafted to appeal to a wide
audience. If you are looking for a gift suitable for your Granny this Christmas, then Indecent in Italy
will definitely do the trick. But if you are looking for something saucy for your partner, our title,
Fever in France will certainly have them blushing on Christmas morning."
The books are also perfect for those hard to buy for this Christmas, as they can star alongside their
favourite celebrity. U Star Novels claim the most popular celebrity that their customers fancy starring
in a romance novel with is Johnny Depp, closely followed by George Clooney. But its not only Hollywood
stars that make up the list, the company has even produced a book starring Wendy Richards, aka Pauline
Fowler from Eastenders.
Susan MacKenzie purchased Fever in France for her husband for Christmas last year. She thought it would
be a nice keepsake, and was surprised that he actually read it from cover to cover and thought it was
spot on.
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To find out more or to experience a free excerpt, please visit: http://www.ustarnovels.com
- ends -

For further information, please contact:
Katie Olver
U Star Novels
T: +44 (0) 208 977 0627
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